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MUSIC
REKINDLES THE
MEMORY

5

Why are some moments, however mundane, not easily forgotten?
Most likely it's because of the music you were listening to at the time.
Maybe a pop song that burrows its way into your subconscious; a riff that
you can't get out of your head; a symphonic wave that overwhelms a heated
discussion; or a pounding beat that echoes the pulsing of your heart.
There are as many types of music as there are moments that can latch on to
your memory forever. With the aid of ArtSound we can help recreate those
moments in all their glory.

COMFORTING NOTES
A slow and solemn Leonard Cohen ballad reflects
the sombreness of a personal bereavement.
It seizes hold of you, helping to soothe the pain.
Music comforts at moments you need it the most.

STRIDENT NOTES
An impromptu couch dance,
a pulsating dance floor, the
throbbing beat of percussion at
an outdoor festival, whipping up
the urge to shake, sway and whirl.
At moments you want to let go,
music is liberating.

6
ENERGISING NOTES
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Switch your mind off and the speakers on. Match the
rhythm of the playlist to the beat of your daily jog.
Music stimulates the moments you aim to push back
your boundaries.

RELAXING NOTES
Recumbent on a poolside lounger
with a relaxing glass of wine.
Rocking to the waves on an airbed
on a sundrenched sea. Riding the
slow twists and turns of a coast
road in an open-top car. Music just
slips along at moments of blissful
indulgence.
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FOR ALL THOSE MOMENTS, HOWEVER BIG OR SMALL,
THERE'S A SOUNDTRACK SOMEWHERE TO WARM
THE COCKLES OF YOUR HEART. WITH ARTSOUND
LOUDSPEAKERS YOU CAN EVOKE THEM WHENEVER AND AT
WHATEVER INTENSITY YOU WANT.
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ENTRUST YOUR
WORLD TO US
AND WE'LL ADD
THE MUSIC

Some of our competitors just cannot resist.
As soon as they clap eyes on you, they'll pull
out their glossy brochures, give you the sales
spiel and boast blithely about their unrivalled
reputation.
At ArtSound we keep a low profile.
We listen carefully to what you have to say.
We look at your surroundings and address
your misgivings. Only then will we suggest a
solution that meets the musical needs of your
home or working life.

That not only makes us smart,
but you too.
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WE LISTEN TO WHAT DRIVES
YOU AT CLOSE QUARTERS.
It goes like this: you make the appointment and we will invite you to sit in our
listening room. We call it that because you can listen to our products there.
Ask as many questions as you want. It's handy to bring along a floor plan,
a deadline and an estimate of your budget.
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AN ENTIRE SERVICE AT YOUR SERVICE.
At that point we'll call in our technical staff. Backed by years of experience and
high-tech know-how (perhaps a bit cliché, but nonetheless true), we'll draw up a
plan which is dovetailed to the requirements of your home and working life.
This comes complete with the models and the number of loudspeakers, the acoustics
of your surroundings - from lounge to workfloor - the need for an amplifier,
the type of connection, cable or remote control, etc. In short, we'll give you a
well-thought-through, ready-made proposal which is geared up to your needs
and budget, and all free of charge.
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FROM HEART TO HEART,
WITHOUT DISTORTION
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Music which comes from the heart must go to heart of the listener directly.
Without any ado, distortion or interference.
ArtSound's loudspeakers take their task seriously, reproducing both brash and broody
passages in equally faithful measure and sending them straight to the ears and hearts
of listeners, wherever they find themselves. We can help you choose the models that
most closely fit the tasks you want them to fulfil.

For example, in a fashion store they need to
create an ambiance, in a warehouse they have to
convey information clearly, in a restaurant they
must keep customers at the tables, and in the
living room they must rouse the listener.

A COMPLETE RANGE
A music system with loudspeakers and an amplifier
convert electrical signals into audio signals, which
reach our ears through vibrations in the air.
Over the years, ArtSound has been specialising
in perfecting this process and, in doing so, we've
become the experts.
It's no accident that - as market leader - we're
able to sell a complete range of loudspeakers.
Some, of course, are more stylish than others.
And some less compromising when it comes to audio
quality. Whatever level of sound quality you want,
we have a loudspeaker to match your needs.
And at a price that will be music to your ears.
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UNADULTERATED
INWALL GEMS
Don't expect ArtSound to give you
any fancy technical gimmicks that
make your loudspeaker sound more
highly strung, i.e. more commercial.
We swear by pure sound
reproduction, in all intonations
and with the minimum of distortion.
Our high-tech intiimi, for example,
incorporates a double filter which
brings about a sophisticated range
of intonations. This series of sleek
inwall jewels prove exceptionally
strong in the mid-tones, which make
up about 60% of sounds that
humans themselves produce.

wave length
amplitude

Our loudspeakers are built on the premise
of audio quality. That will vary depending
on what the customer wants: information, moodsetting, dancing, low-key listening, etc. We have
a speaker to suit any occasion.
Marc Goovaerts, Sound engineer

WALL-TO-WALL BALANCE
When it comes to acoustic prowess,
our intiimi, happi and sonar series
are more than up to the mark. They
are able to fill every nook and
cranny of a room with warm sounds,
so that anyone near the speaker
doesn't have to worry about a
surfeit of decibels. Nor will someone
further away have to put an ear to
the ceiling just to catch the music. A
volume that will blow your socks off:
it ought to be possible, but wellbalanced across a wide spectrum.
Intiimi p 45 // Happi p 55 // Sonar p 102
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THE BLOODCURDLING SOUND IN THIS FILM
WILL MAKE YOUR WHOLE BODY SHUDDER
Until not so long ago, film buffs were being bombarded with all kinds of
surround systems. They filled their lounges not only with noise, but with
loudspeakers of every shape and size. ArtSound does things differently.
We take up less space and give you better sound quality in return.

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE FILM,
BUT ALSO IN THE SONG

Our solutions enable you to immerse yourself in
surround, but also with a pure sound quality that you
can enjoy even when you're not watching the film.
Take the AS350s from the compact Sonar series, for
example. Just two of them are enough. Their high polish
wooden conical cabinet provides your interior with a
sleek, classy touch. Together with the central ASC350
loudspeaker, they deliver a refined, superior sound.
They form a complete theatre set with the compact
subwoofer ASA65 or ASA80 in the original cube shape.
Or with the FL-A80: this is even smaller and easier to
use, concealed behind a curtain or in a sideboard.
Sonar p 102
Sonar-reeks p.xx // FL-A80 p xx
subwoofers p. xx // centerspeakers p xx
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OUR DESIGNS
ARE FLEXIBLE TO
MEET THE NEEDS
OF SOUND

Design means styling. And we
provide style in its purest form.
Not just to be easy on the eye.
Our designers aim to do justice
to the excellence in sound
created by our audio engineers
by achieving the same level of
superiority in design. The result:
loudspeakers that are as easy
on the eyes as they are on the
ears.
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RESOUNDING NAMES

Our designs are an ode to sound. Our aim
is to render those casting their eyes
and ears on our loudspeakers speechless.

The latest creation form ArtSound,
Kurv, responds to the needs of
tomorrow, in terms of sound, vision
and technology. Our Intiimi will
conceal themselves discretely in any
interior, but in reality their slender
aesthetics - with their perfect angles
and finely meshed grill - deserve
their place in the spotlight. The
AS410 has been given a slightly
curved housing of high-gloss glass
fibre, giving it a modest elegance.
Finally, the compact Universals,
with their bevelled corners and
sober design provide a surplus of
timelessness. They are best done
justice to with the quartz colour.

Jan Pieters, Head of design.

DESIGN GIVES
SHAPE TO SOUND
Are your loudspeakers nothing
more than showpiece items in
a pursuit of status? If so, then
ArtSound is not for you. However
attractive our speakers may look,
first and foremost, they aim to
gratify the ears. For that reason,
our designers work intensely with
our audio engineers in order to
achieve the loudspeaker you
aspire to: a mood-creator in the
background, a powerful tool
to produce the music you love
in every detail, a transparent
conveyor of information. And one
that is perfectly adapted to your
surroundings.

AS410 p 108 // Universals p 110
Intiimi p 45 // Kurv p 116

DESIGN IS HERE TO STAY

At ArtSound we try to make our loudspeakers as
timeless as possible. That means for 15 years their normal lifetime expectancy. We don't think
you'll mind having us around for that long.
Our designs therefore provide you with a good
insight into our vision of the future. Not boastful,
but unadulterated. Not outlandish, but discrete.
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JUST LOOK HOW PERFECTLY
CONCEALED THEY ARE
Before we even get to the drawing board, at
ArtSound we lend a listening ear to our customers.
Nowadays, the only place you're likely to find a
loudspeaker as big as a phone box is in the lounge
of an ageing hippie.
For those who prefer more modestly sized speakers,
we design aesthetically attractive masterpieces.
If you'd rather not see them, we can arrange this too.
We'll simply make them vanish into the background of
your daily decor. We're able to do this because they
are so slender - and you can even spray them in the
colour of your backdrop. Design as a disappearing
act, not least because it's the sound, not the vision,
that really matters.
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SLIMMING
OURSELVES DOWN
Intiimi stands for 'pure intimacy' in
Finnish. For these inwall speakers,
ArtSound brings about spatial
intimacy in both sound and vision.
The frame of the finely meshed grill
is just 1 mm wide and the entire
grill is only a few millimetres thick.
The Flat and Happi series too
can be swallowed up by a wall or
ceiling. Happi is Finnish for open,
and these loudspeakers certainly
open up your world (and beyond),
by sending out sound vibrations
in their most open, purest and
warmest form.

Flat p 68 // Happi p 55 // Intiimi p 45
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Our inwall speakers have been born
out of the collaboration between our
designers and our sound engineers. We feel
that our children should be heard and not
seen. Dieter VanHoenacker, senior product manager

ADD A DASH OF COLOUR
If you want, you can integrate the Intiimi,
Flat or Happi even more: just paint them in the
colour of your decor. With an aerosol of course:
a paint brush will cover the holes on the grill.
You can do this too for the onwall speakers:
the Extended and Basic series, with the
exception of MD30 and MD50.
Flat p 68 // Basic p 78 // X-tended p 63 // Happi p 55
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A PASSION
FOR MUSIC WILL
NEVER CORRODE
IF IT'S WATER-RESISTANT
THE CLIMATE MIGHT WELL BE CHANGING,
BUT DOES THAT REALLY MEAN WE HAVE TO
CHANGE OUR GOOD HABITS?
We can see you shaking your heads along with us on this.
If it rains during a barbecue, you can take shelter under a
parasol or awning. The mood however, remains unaffected
since your water-resistant inwall and onwall speakers will
continue to spout forth even if they're in the shower.
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WHISTLE WHILE YOU SWIM
Swimming up and down the pool on a wave of
classics, from Bach to Bacharach? If that's what you
want, why not install the Waterproof series? All parts
are waterproof and remain uninfluenced by extreme
temperatures. What's more they have a higher spread
differential, which means the music carries further.
Which means they are also suited to larger patios.

TOUGH COOKIES
Do you want your listening experience to be relaxing or
invigorating, wherever you are? The portable radio b
 oosters
U3 and U6 can accompany you wherever you go, from the
factory floor to the campsite. Under their tough exterior lurks
a powerful tuner and wonderful bass tones.

Waterproof p 90 // outsiders p 115 // U3 p 132 // U6 p 133
Kurv p 116
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DON'T STOP THE RAIN
Don't let a bit of rain spoil the party. Our loud
speakers, from their interior workings to the bracket,
won't come apart because of the weather. Like
gardening to the sound of music? No need for a
singing garden gnome: our Kurv will do the trick.
Or hang an Outsider on your patio and have it
transmit its warm and clear sounds into the rest of
the garden. The outsider in this particular range of
speakers is the Rock - yes, you've guessed it, in the
shape of ... a rock! It gets swallowed up into your
garden, as you do by the quality of its sound.

We make a point of offering our customers music for wherever they
go. That means outdoors too. Some models can be left outside in whatever
weather - come rain or shine they will continue to do their work. Devy Van
Cauwenberghe, Project Manager
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WATER OR NO WATER,
WE DON'T DAMPEN
YOUR ENJOYMENT
Sometimes, we like a bit of water or steam. In the bathroom or
sauna, perhaps. Make your enjoyment complete by having your
favourite music simply gush out of your speakers. Their special
coating or parts are able to resist damp and even water.
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INDOOR FUN
Immerse yourself within the confines of your
bathroom or sauna. The X-tended inwall series
only intensifies the sense of rest or relaxation,
without it suffering from an odd splash of water
of condensation.

MINIMUM DESIGN,
MAXIMUM ENJOYMENT
Some people like to while away
their time in a long hot bath.
Others would rather punish
themselves in the gym. What do
they have in common? Yes, the
warm, full sounds emanating from
the well-nigh invisible Happi inwall
speakers. They feel as much at
home in their damp environments
as listeners do themselves.
Happi p 55 // X-tended p 63

Do you have a restaurant? Spice up the lives
of your kitchen staff with an X-tended or
Happi. Both inwall speakers can stand up to
the demands of a steamy kitchen.
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MUSIC IN EVERY
NOOK & CRANNY.
WHY EVER NOT?
YOUR TASTES ARE CATHOLIC,
WHICH MEANS THERE'S A
GENRE TO SUIT EVERY MOOD.
BUT, THAT DOESN'T MEAN YOU
HAVE THE SPEAKER TO EVERY
SURROUNDING, WHETHER IT
BE THE SMALLEST ROOM IN
THE HOUSE OR THE LARGEST
OF MANUFACTURING UNITS.

ArtSound does however. The right model, the right number,
the right audio distribution system: we're happy to throw
some light on the myriad of options available. After all,
we have pretty catholic tastes too.
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ART3.1BT: THE SMART MUSIC BOX
Do you like to have music with you in the kitchen? Insert
the one and only ART3.1BT from ArtSound alongside
your inwall loudspeakers in your false ceiling. Via your
remote control, this box will automatically start searching
its built-in tuner, a Bluetooth device or an external source.

I always wanted the music of my own choosing in my
office. Sticking an ART3.1BT in the ceiling was the answer.
One press of the button on the remote and I get the
radio station of my choice, my iPod playlist and my streaming
site direct in my office.
Evy De Putter, blogger and ART3.1BT admirer

SO WHAT ABOUT DECIBEL LEVELS?
Not everyone in the house has the same need for music at the same time.
Our SVC4.2 and SVC6.2 volume controls enable you connect 4 to 6 pairs
of speakers to one amplifier output. With the dials on the front panel, you
can set the volume for each pair of speakers separately and create six
different volume zones. The volume control ensures that your amplifier does
not get overloaded. The rubber trimming has a nice feel and is in perfect
harmony with your hi-fi system.
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Universal tip: the small Universals from
ArtSound have a special bass reflex housing
which delivers high performance to any room.
Your toilet, kitchen, office, shop, cafeteria…
you make the choice.

GET ACTIVE!
Because life without music is
unimaginable, we get enormous
pleasure out of lowering the music
threshold. That's why we've activated
our Flat and Happi inwall boxes.
No separate amplifier needed,
that's in your loudspeakers already.
With Bluetooth® they can access
your favourite music from a
streaming service or the radio in
any room. And what's more, the
patented drivers help treat your
ears to the ultimate sound quality
experience.
Multiroom p 136 // Active p 38
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AN ARTSOUND
LOUDSPEAKER SOUNDS
MORE EXPENSIVE THAN
IT ACTUALLY IS

Young start-ups don't often have the financial wherewithal to call in
an audio technician. With ArtSound, it's possible to buy and install the
sound quality they need themselves. For example, mood music might
fit the bill for a delicatessen. Someone starting a cocktail bar however,
might want a higher level of sound quality. With a luxury apartment,
a classier design might be more appropriate. In whatever professional
or personal capacity you may find yourself, you can now choose the
loudspeaker that best matches your needs from our diverse range of
products. And at a price that matches your pocket.

which speaker do you need?
just ask us at info@artsound.be

Music captures moments

The guide
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inwall loudspeakers
AN INTROVERT DESIGN WITH AN EXTROVERT PERSONALITY
It's an unwritten rule which hi-fi enthusiasts are only too keen to endorse:
loudspeakers should be heard and not seen. Whilst giving clear and
faithful sound reproduction without distortion, they should do so without
stepping into the limelight themselves. It's with this philosophy in mind that
ArtSound designs its inwall speakers. The discrete design and advanced
technology serve just one purpose: listening enjoyment.
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INWALL

Active
THESE VIBRANT INDIVIDUALS HAVE A SOOTHING EFFECT
We have now created wireless versions for four of our top models.
And there's more to it than just getting rid of the wires. For example,
you can operate them from smartphones or tablets and have the
music broadcast from any kind of source, from MP3 to streaming radio,
in active, crystal-clear sound.
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BUILT-IN CONVENIENCE
We’ve revamped four models in our
Flat and Happi series as technically
sophisticated, active loudspeakers.
Anyone who takes one of these on
board is making life so much easier
for themselves. They have their own
amplifier, which closely tracks your
smartphone or tablet by means of
Bluetooth®. There’s no longer any
need to train your remote on the
amplifier each time you go in and
outdoors.

The future is never far away: in the wall of
your patio or in the ceiling of your kitchen.
The Active models in the Flat and Happi series
are creatures of advanced wireless audio
technology intended to create outstanding
user pleasure.

WIRELESS BEAUTY
Whatever music you want, either indoors or outdoors,
can be taken from any kind of source: MP3, streaming
media and radio. What’s more, the built-in amplifier
is a superior D class. Together with the patented
ArtSound drivers, both serious listeners and boisterous
revellers will have their ears pampered with this.
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HPRO650BT
HPRO650BT transforms ultimate
comfort in masterly design.
Thanks to some ingenious
remodelling, this frameless
speaker with its ultra-sleek grill
can be installed effortlessly in
any kitchen, living room, patio
or bathroom, because it can
be used indoors and outdoors.
What’s more, the aluminium woofer helps generate extremely
detailed sound able to carry
exceptional distances. The built-in
class D amplifier with Bluetooth®
on board provides endless
enjoyment.




DIMENSIONS

205

230

85
230 205



 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
sources
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
6.5” aluminium cone rubber edge
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
2x45W, class D
84dB
8Ω
50Hz - 20kHz
Bluetooth / AUX input
205mm
230 x 85mm
1.2kg
ABS / aluminium grill
white
paintable grill
water repellent
acoustic kit (KITRO3)

Frameless loudspeaker with semi-invisible
design and wireless comfort. Produces a
sound so flawless it’s enough to make
you burst into song.
compatible with
AUX

AUX
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HPRE650BT
HPRE650BT transforms ultimate
comfort in masterly design.
Thanks to some ingenious
remodelling, this frameless
speaker with its ultra-sleek grill
can be installed effortlessly in
any kitchen, living room, patio
or bathroom, because it can
be used indoors and outdoors.
What’s more, the aluminium woofer helps generate extremely
detailed sound able to carry
exceptional distances. The built-in
class D amplifier with Bluetooth®
on board provides endless
enjoyment.
 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter

black grill (option)






TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Why not convert your patio into a festival
stage? The DJ only need leave his lounge
chair to fetch another beer.
compatible with
AUX

AUX
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<50m2
range
2-way
system
5.25” aluminium cone rubber edge
woofer
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
tweeter
2x45W, class D
amp power
86dB
sensitivity
8Ω
impedance
70Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
Bluetooth / AUX input
sources
dim. cut-out (h x w) 245 x 160mm
dimensions (h x w x d) 280 x 190 x 70mm
1.5kg
weight / piece
ABS / aluminium grill
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
water repellent
options
acoustic kit (KITRE2)
black grill (GRILL RE650 B)

DIMENSIONS

160
245
190

70

280 245

FL101BT
With this active loudspeaker set,
every room can enjoy its very
own music. The FL101BT conceals
a built-in amplifier to which any
source can be connected via
AUX IN. Or would you prefer
wireless? No problem at all –
Bluetooth® allows you to connect
in an instant. The loudspeaker
has a sleek and timeless design.
With a frame of just 1mm and an
ultra-flat grill, it breaks all the
records.
black grill (option)

DIMENSIONS

148

170

70
170 148

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
sources
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
2x45W, class D
88dB
8Ω
65Hz - 20kHz
Bluetooth / AUX input
148 x 148mm
170 x 170 x 70mm
0.95kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITSQ1)
black grill (GRILL SQ525 B)

Serving customers with music which
perfectly matches the mood of the store.
Wireless too, via smartphone or tablet.

compatible with
AUX

AUX
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FL501BT
With this active loudspeaker set,
every room can enjoy its very
own music. The FL501BT conceals
a built-in amplifier to which any
source can be connected via
AUX IN. Or would you prefer
wireless? No problem at all –
Bluetooth® allows you to connect
in an instant. The loudspeaker
has a sleek and timeless design.
With a frame of just 1mm and
an ultra-flat grill, it breaks all the
records.
black grill (option)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Design, sound, wireless comfort ...
everything is designed for unbounded
listening enjoyment.

compatible with
AUX

AUX
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
sources
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50 m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
2x45W, class D
88dB
8Ω
65Hz - 20kHz
Bluetooth / AUX input
180mm
200 x 70mm
1kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO2)
black grill (GRILL RO525 B)

DIMENSIONS

180

200

70
200 180

Intiimi
AUDIBLE AND VISIBLE BEAUTY
Intiimi stands for 'purity' and 'pure intimacy' in Finnish.
It's with this in mind that ArtSound has designed this series.
This range consists of highly compact speakers which emanate warmth
but also impressive-sounding, larger and more powerful speakers.
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Intiimi

ORIGIN OF THE WORD: FINNISH
MEANING: PURITY, PURE INTIMACY

UNBOUNDED INTIMACY
ArtSound spent two years
developing the Intiimi. We think
the results should be seen as
well as heard. This range of
uncompromising loudspeakers
exudes a quality that is world-class
in terms of both aesthetics and
acoustics.

HEAVENLY DESIGN
The Intiimi series excels in its inconspicuousness.
With an almost frameless grill of 1 millimetre and a
thickness of just under 5 millimetres, this loudspeaker
gives short shrift to modern-day standards.
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SUPERLATIVE SOUND
Intiimi is an exquisite palette of superior components.
The grill conceals an elegant curving front panel and
a unique tone control. The custom-designed titanium
driver with a powerful neodymium magnet and a
patented suspension can be adapted to suit your
own taste. Gilded cable connections ensure minimum
resistance.
The advanced crossover and correction filter —
patented by ArtSound — purify the amplifier’s signal.
The basket has been cast with the front panel as
a single unit to provide rigidity. In all imaginable
situations, Intiimi is able to produce a high-quality,
harmonious sound, with a perfect balance between
high, middle and low tones.

With a 1mm grill and a mere of 5mm
thick, the intiimi series is unusually
discreet. The sound quality stands out
thanks to the patented filter, among
other components.

SUNKEN IN THE INTERIOR
Thanks to the flush mount, Intiimi blends in harmoniously
with the ceiling. This is a handy inwall kit that allows you
to align your speaker completely flush in the ceiling.

Flush mound kits p 98
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RO2040
With an almost frameless grill
of 1 millimetre and a thickness
of just under 5 millimetres, this
loudspeaker gives short shrift
to modern-day standards. The
titanium driver with neodymium
magnet and patented® suspension allows you to point it in
any desired direction. The Intiimi
series purifies the signal from the
amplifier via an advanced separation filter and a correction filter.
The front plate and basket are
moulded from one piece which
helps reduce resonance. The
RO2040 is very compact, but
holds its own in every high-end
kitchen or cosy living room.





 swivel tweeter in an
acoustic shell
 manual treble control
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The perfect high-end speaker for
architectural spaces, in your home or at
the office.
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<40m2
range
system
2-way coaxial
woofer
4” neodymium
tweeter
1” neodymium titanium dome
amp power
20 - 120W (recommended)
sensitivity
84dB
impedance
4 - 8Ω
frequence range
60Hz - 20kHz
dimensions cut-out (Ø) 150mm
dimensions (Ø x d) 175 x 80mm
weight / piece
1.2kg
composition
ABS / metal grill
colour
white
features
paintable grill
options
acoustic kit (KITRO1)
flush mount kit (FLKIT RO2040)

DIMENSIONS

150

175

80
175 150

RO2060



With an almost frameless grill
of 1 millimetre and a thickness
of just under 5 millimetres, this
loudspeaker gives short shrift
to modern-day standards. The
titanium driver with neodymium
magnet and patented® suspension allows you to point it in
any desired direction. The Intiimi
series purifies the signal from the
amplifier via an advanced separation filter and a correction filter.
The front plate and basket are
moulded from one piece which
helps reduce resonance. The
RO2060 is perfectly suited for
providing large(r) spaces with the
best discreet sound.



 swivel tweeter in an
acoustic shell
 manual treble control
DIMENSIONS

210

235

100
235 210

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
6” neodymium
1” neodymium titanium dome
40 - 140W (recommended)
87dB
4 - 8Ω
58Hz - 20kHz
210mm
235 x 100mm
1.8kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO3)
flush mount kit (FLKIT RO2060)

Sound and interior at the same level:
the RO2060 provides a top-class finish.
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SQ2040
With an almost frameless grill
of 1 millimetre and a thickness
of just under 5 millimetres, this
loudspeaker gives short shrift
to modern-day standards. The
titanium driver with neodymium
magnet and patented® suspension allows you to point it in
any desired direction. The Intiimi
series purifies the signal from
the amplifier via an advanced
separation filter and a correction
filter. The front plate and basket
are moulded from one piece
which helps reduce resonance.
The SQ2040 is very lovable;
extremely compact but capable
of world-class performance given
its size.





 swivel tweeter in an
acoustic shell
 manual treble control
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SQ2040, a hip, square speaker for top
results without even being visible.
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<40m2
range
2-way coaxial
system
4” neodymium
woofer
1” neodymium titanium dome
tweeter
20 - 120W (recommended)
amp power
84dB
sensitivity
4 - 8Ω
impedance
60Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (h x w) 140 x 140mm
dimensions (h x w x d) 165 x 165 x 80mm
1.2kg
weight / piece
ABS / metal grill
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
acoustic kit (KITSQ1)
options
flush mount kit (FLKIT SQ2040)

DIMENSIONS

140

165

80
165 140

SQ2060



With an almost frameless grill
of 1 millimetre and a thickness
of just under 5 millimetres, this
loudspeaker gives short shrift
to modern-day standards. The
titanium driver with neodymium
magnet and patented® suspension allows you to point it in
any desired direction. The Intiimi
series purifies the signal from the
amplifier via an advanced separation filter and a correction filter.
The front plate and basket are
moulded from one piece which
helps reduce resonance.
This SQ2060 is sleek and particularly powerful, warm and flexible,
and ideal in both large and
small rooms. It is also suitable for
top-of-the-line home cinema sets.



DIMENSIONS

210

235

100
235 210

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
6” neodymium
1” neodymium titanium dome
40 - 140W (recommended)
87dB
4 - 8Ω
58Hz - 20kHz
210 x 210mm
235 x 235 x 100mm
1.8kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITSQ3)
flush mount kit (FLKIT SQ2060)

 swivel tweeter in an
acoustic shell
 manual treble control

A loudspeaker singles itself out through
its inconspicuousness. Let this now be the
DNA of the SQ2060.
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RE2040
With an almost frameless grill
of 1 millimetre and a thickness
of just under 5 millimetres, this
loudspeaker gives short shrift
to modern-day standards. The
titanium driver with neodymium
magnet and patented® suspension allows you to point it in
any desired direction. The Intiimi
series purifies the signal from the
amplifier via an advanced separation filter and a correction filter.
The front plate and basket are
moulded from one piece which
helps reduce resonance. You
can build the RE2040 into a ceiling, but also into a wall. Almost
imperceptibly flat, you can even
paint over it without a problem.





 swivel tweeter in an
acoustic shell
 manual treble control
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

At home or at the office? The RE2040
was developed to be an allrounder, but
no matter what the application, it always
provides top performance.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<40m2
2-way
4” neodymium
1” neodymium titanium dome
20 - 120W (recommended)
84dB
4 - 8Ω
60Hz - 20kHz
195 x 125mm
220 x 150 x 70mm
1.2kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRE1)
flush mount kit (FLKIT RE2040)

DIMENSIONS

125
195
150

70

220 195

RE2060



With an almost frameless grill
of 1 millimetre and a thickness
of just under 5 millimetres, this
loudspeaker gives short shrift
to modern-day standards. The
titanium driver with neodymium
magnet and patented® suspension allows you to point it in
any desired direction. The Intiimi
series purifies the signal from the
amplifier via an advanced separation filter and a correction filter.
The front plate and basket are
moulded from one piece which
helps reduce resonance. The
RE2060 is an excellent partner,
both for your classical music collection as well as your high-end
surround set.



 swivel tweeter in an
acoustic shell
 manual treble control
DIMENSIONS

180
270
205

85

295 270

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way
6” neodymium
1” neodymium titanium dome
40 - 140W (recommended)
87dB
4 - 8Ω
58Hz - 20kHz
270 x 180mm
295 x 205 x 85mm
1.8kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRE3)
flush mount kit (FLKIT RE2060)

High-performance surround set?
The RE2060 is the ideal front speaker
in this type of system.
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RE2080
With an almost frameless grill
of 1 millimetre and a thickness
of just under 5 millimetres, this
loudspeaker gives short shrift to
modern-day standards.
Behind the grill is a curved front
plate engraving with an elegant
style and a unique tone controller. The titanium driver with a
powerful neodymium magnet
and a patented® suspension
may be adjusted to suit your
taste. The Intiimi series purifies
the signal from the amplifier via
an advanced separation filter
and a correction filter. The front
plate and basket are moulded
from one piece which helps
reduce resonance. Musically, the
RE2080 is the pick of the bunch.
With its advanced three-way
system, it provides power as
well as refinement. Not only the
tweeter, but the midrange too is
embedded in a swivel shell.
 swivel tweeter in an
acoustic shell
 manual treble control

Our top model: divine sound in every
detail.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
mid tones
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
3-way
8” neodymium
1” neodymium titanium dome
2” titanium
40 - 160W (recommended)
90dB
4 - 8Ω
48Hz - 20kHz
335 x 230mm
360 x 255 x 100mm
2.2kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRE4)
flush mount kit (FLKIT RE2060)

DIMENSIONS

230
335
255

100

360 335

Happi
WATER-RESISTANT AND MINIMALISTIC
Happi is a Finnish word which means 'open' and 'oxygen'.
Their sleek design is characterised by a wafer-thin chassis and built-in
magnets under the grill. The special filter, woofer and (swivel) tweeter
provide a pure, warm sound. Both its interior and exterior are robust
enough to resist a splash or two of water.
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HPRO525
Treat yourself to some oxygen.
Happi is a Finnish word which
means open, oxygen. This
HPRO525 makes the ideal partner. It creates the perfect mood
for letting off steam, both literally and metaphorically. Thanks
to the aluminium woofer and the
swivel tweeter, it carries every
detail a long distance.
 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter

black grill (option)






TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Steam in your bathroom, both literally
and metaphorically: the HPRO525 does
the business!

range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options
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<50m2
2-way coaxial
5,25” aluminium cone rubber edge
0,75” swivel neodymium alu dome
10 - 100W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
60Hz - 20kHz
180mm
200 x 80mm
1.10kg
ABS / aluminium grill
white
paintable grill
water repellent
acoustic kit (KITRO2)
black grill (GRILL RO525 B)

DIMENSIONS

180

200

77
200 180

HPRO550
Treat yourself to some oxygen.
Happi is a Finnish word which
means open, oxygen. This
HPRO550 makes the ideal partner. It creates the perfect mood
for letting off steam, both literally and metaphorically. Thanks
to the aluminium woofer and the
swivel tweeter, it carries every
detail a long distance. What’s
more, it produces a fully-fledged
stereo effect on its own thanks to
its double tweeter and double
connections.
black grill (option)




DIMENSIONS

180

200

77
200 180



 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
<50m2
range
2-way coaxial
system
5,25” aluminium cone rubber edge
woofer
2 x 0,75” neodymium alu dome
tweeter
10 - 100W (recommended)
amp power
88dB
sensitivity
8Ω
impedance
60Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø) 180mm
dimensions (Ø x d) 200 x 80mm
1.10kg
weight / piece
ABS
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
water repellent
options
acoustic kit (KITRO2)
black grill (GRILL RO525 B)

Steam in your bathroom, both literally
and metaphorically: the HPRO550 does
the business!
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HPRO650
Happi is a Finnish word which
means open, oxygen. It
characterises the entire range
since Happi transforms ultimate
comfort in masterly design.
Thanks to some ingenious
remodelling, this frameless
speaker with its ultra-sleek grill
can be installed effortlessly in
your kitchen, living room, patio or
bathroom. The HPRO650 has a
6.5” driver with a separate swivel
tweeter sending every vibration
over a long distance, whether
indoors or outdoors.
 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter







TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The HPRO650 can hold its own
anywhere, even on the patio. Able to fill
the outdoors with sound.
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<50m2
range
2-way coaxial
system
6.5” aluminium cone rubber edge
woofer
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
tweeter
20 - 120W (recommended)
amp power
88dB
sensitivity
8Ω
impedance
50Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø) 205mm
dimensions (Ø x d) 230 x 85mm
1.25kg
weight / piece
ABS
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
water repellent
options
acoustic kit (KITRO3)

DIMENSIONS

205

230

85
230 205

HPRO650BT
HPRO650BT transforms ultimate
comfort in masterly design.
Thanks to some ingenious
remodelling, this frameless
speaker with its ultra-sleek grill
can be installed effortlessly in
any kitchen, living room, patio
or bathroom, because it can
be used indoors and outdoors.
What’s more, the aluminium woofer helps generate extremely
detailed sound able to carry
exceptional distances. The built-in
class D amplifier with Bluetooth®
on board provides endless
enjoyment.




DIMENSIONS

205

230

85
230 205



 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
sources
dim. cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
6.5” aluminium cone rubber edge
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
2x45W, class D
84dB
8Ω
50Hz - 20kHz
Bluetooth / AUX input
205mm
230 x 85mm
1.2kg
ABS / aluminium grill
white
paintable grill
water repellent
acoustic kit (KITRO3)

Frameless loudspeaker with semi-invisible
design and wireless comfort. Produces a
sound so flawless it’s enough to make
you burst into song.
compatible with
AUX

AUX
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HPSQ525
Happi is a Finnish word which
means open, oxygen. It
characterises the entire range
since Happi transforms ultimate
comfort in masterly design.
Thanks to some ingenious
remodelling, this frameless
speaker with its ultra-sleek grill
can be installed effortlessly in
your kitchen, living room, patio or
bathroom, The HPSQ525 is highly compact, which makes it the
perfect companion for a room of
around 30 - 40m2 in size.
black grill (option)
 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter







TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Want to turn your kitchen into a
masterpiece of design? Then the
HPSQ525 provides the finishing touch:
compact and controlled.
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<50m2
range
2-way coaxial
system
5.25” aluminium cone rubber edge
woofer
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
tweeter
10 - 100W (recommended)
amp power
88dB
sensitivity
8Ω
impedance
60Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w) 148 x 148mm
dimensions (h x w x d)170 x 170 x 80mm
1kg
weight / piece
ABS / aluminium grill
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
water repellent
options
acoustic kit (KITSQ1)
black grill (GRILL SQ525 B)

DIMENSIONS

148

170

80
170 148

HPRE650
Happi is a Finnish word which
means open, oxygen. It
characterises the entire range
since Happi transforms ultimate
comfort in masterly design. The
HPRE650 is suitable for filling
any kind of space. The 5,25”
driver with separate swivel
tweeter converts every note into
a feast for the ears whether you
want to enjoy the music indoors
or outdoors.
 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter

black grill (option)




DIMENSIONS

160
245
190

70

280 245



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way
5.25” aluminium cone rubber edge
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
20 - 120W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
50Hz - 20kHz
245 x 160mm
280 x 190 x 70mm
1.5kg
ABS
white
paintable grill
water repellent
acoustic kit (KITRE2)
black grill (GRILL RE650 B)

The HPRE650 gives your home cinema
the dynamics you want. Guaranteed to
set the pulse racing!
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HPRE650BT
HPRE650BT transforms ultimate
comfort in masterly design.
Thanks to some ingenious
remodelling, this frameless
speaker with its ultra-sleek grill
can be installed effortlessly in
any kitchen, living room, patio
or bathroom, because it can
be used indoors and outdoors.
What’s more, the aluminium woofer helps generate extremely
detailed sound able to carry
exceptional distances. The built-in
class D amplifier with Bluetooth®
on board provides endless
enjoyment.
 aluminium woofer for
higher output
 aluminium grill with waterresistant magnetic system
 swivel tweeter

black grill (option)






TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Why not convert your patio into a festival
stage? The DJ only need leave his lounge
chair to fetch another beer.
compatible with
AUX

AUX
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
sources
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way
5.25” aluminium cone rubber edge
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
2x45W, class D
86dB
8Ω
70Hz - 20kHz
Bluetooth / AUX input
245 x 160mm
280 x 190 x 70mm
1.5kg
ABS / aluminium grill
white
paintable grill
water repellent
acoustic kit (KITRE2)
black grill (GRILL RE650 B)

DIMENSIONS

160
245
190

70

280 245

X-tended
NOT A SPATTER OF IMPURITY
Due to its aluminium woofer, (swivel) tweeters and special filter, the X-tended
has an extensive timbre: pure but warm, with lovely deep bass tones.
Given their discrete look and water-resistance, this series is as much at home
on the outdoor patio as it is in the bathroom.
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RO525.2
With the X-tended series, the
future can be yours today.
A strong example of new
technology: aluminium woofers,
swivel tweeters and an extensive
sound filter. You can hear the
result in the deep basses and
the clear reproduction. Ideal for
use in kitchens and bathrooms.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RO525.2 in its natural habitat: the
bathroom.
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<50m2
range
2-way coaxial
system
5.25” aluminium cone rubber edge
woofer
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
tweeter
10 - 100W (recommended)
amp power
88dB
sensitivity
8Ω
impedance
65Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø) 175mm
dimensions (Ø x d) 212 x 70mm
1.25kg
weight / piece
ABS / aluminium grill
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
water repellent
options
acoustic kit (KITRO2)

DIMENSIONS

175

215

70
215 175

RO650.2
With the X-tended series, the
future can be yours today.
A strong example of new
technology: aluminium woofers,
swivel tweeters and an extensive
sound filter. Ideal for use in
kitchens and bathrooms. You’ll
enjoy deep basses and clear
reproduction.

DIMENSIONS

195

225

80
225 195

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
6.5” aluminium cone rubber edge
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
20 - 120W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
60Hz - 20kHz
195mm
225 x 80mm
1.45kg
ABS / aluminium grill
white
paintable grill
water repellent
acoustic kit (KITRO3)

When installed under an awning, you can
even use the X-tended models outdoors.
Here they enhance the atmosphere on a
large terrace.
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SQ525.2
With the X-tended series, the
future can be yours today.
A strong example of new
techwwnology: aluminium
woofers, swivel tweeters and an
extensive sound filter. Ideal for
use in kitchens and bathrooms.
You’ll enjoy deep basses and
clear reproduction.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Shown here in a sleek bathroom,
the SQ525.2 is not only powerful,
it’s also waterproof.
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<50m2
range
2-way coaxial
system
5.25” aluminium cone rubber edge
woofer
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
tweeter
10 - 100W (recommended)
amp power
88dB
sensitivity
8Ω
impedance
65Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w) 148 x 148mm
dimensions (h x w x d) 180 x 180 x 75mm
1.2kg
weight / piece
ABS / aluminium grill
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
water repellent
options
acoustic kit (KITSQ1)

DIMENSIONS

148

180

75
180 148

RE650.2
With the X-tended series, the
future can be yours today.
A strong example of new
technology: aluminium woofers,
swivel tweeters and an extensive
sound filter. Ideal for use in
kitchens and bathrooms. You’ll
enjoy deep basses and clear
reproduction.

DIMENSIONS

155
245
190

75

280 245

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way
5.25” aluminium cone rubber edge
0.75” swivel neodymium alu dome
20 - 120W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
60Hz - 20kHz
245 x 155mm
280 x 190 x 75mm
1.7kg
ABS / aluminium grill
white
paintable grill
water repellent
acoustic kit (KITRE2)

The RE650.2 is the most powerful
X-tended loudspeaker. It may be installed
in larger spaces, such as this clothing
store.
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Flat
MORE EASILY HEARD THAN SEEN
The frame of the Flat series is 1 millimetre in width and 4 millimetre
deep. The finely meshed grill is like silk to feel: sober and almost
invisible, but at the same time rich in sound. The Flats can be installed
in an instant with click screws and the magnetic grill.
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FL101
This inwall loudspeaker is flatter
and even less visible than all
its predecessors. The frame was
reduced to just 1 millimetre,
yet continues to score high in
terms of vibration absorption.
The loudspeaker’s grill has also
been noticeably fine-tuned and
almost feels like silk to the touch.
The sound is accurate, warm and
carries far. A no-bones-about-it
speaker.
black grill (option)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The FL101 is a real hit. It leaves no space
untouched: the corridor, waiting room,
kitchen, ... you can even paint it over in
your favourite colour.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
85Hz - 20kHz
148 x 148mm
170 x 170 x 70mm
0.95kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITSQ1)
black grill (GRILL SQ525 B)

DIMENSIONS

148

170

70
170 148

FL101BT
With this active loudspeaker set,
every room can enjoy its very
own music. The FL101BT conceals
a built-in amplifier to which any
source can be connected via
AUX IN. Or would you prefer
wireless? No problem at all –
Bluetooth® allows you to connect
in an instant. The loudspeaker
has a sleek and timeless design.
With a frame of just 1mm and an
ultra-flat grill, it breaks all the
records.
black grill (option)

DIMENSIONS

148

170

70
170 148

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
sources
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
2x45W, class D
88dB
8Ω
65Hz - 20kHz
Bluetooth / AUX input
148 x 148mm
170 x 170 x 70mm
0.95kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITSQ1)
black grill (GRILL SQ525 B)

Serving customers with music which
perfectly matches the mood of the store.
Wireless too, via smartphone or tablet.

compatible with
AUX

AUX
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FL301
This inwall loudspeaker is flatter and even less visible than
all its predecessors. The frame
was reduced to just 1 millimetre, yet continues to score high
in terms of vibration absorption.
The loudspeaker’s grill has also
been noticeably fine-tuned and
almost feels like silk to the touch.
The sound is accurate, warm and
carries far. A no-bones-about-it
speaker.
black grill (option)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The FL301 is not only discreet, it’s also
versatile. Here it’s incorporated into a
desk.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way
5.25” polypropylene carbon
1” polycarbonate
20 - 120W (recommended)
87dB
8Ω
75Hz - 20kHz
245 x 160mm
280 x 190 x 70mm
2.125kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRE2)
black grill (GRILL RE650 B)

DIMENSIONS

160
245
190

70

280 245

FL401
This inwall speaker is flatter and
even more invisible than any of
its predecessors. The frame has
been reduced down to
1 millimetre, but still scores high
when it comes to vibration
absorption the frame thickness
more than halved. The grill of
the loudspeaker has been
noticeably fine-tuned and it
feels like silk to the touch. The
sound is accurate, warm and
carries far. A no-bones-about-it
speaker.

DIMENSIONS

160

180

70
180 160

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<40m2
2-way coaxial
4” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
86dB
8Ω
90Hz - 20kHz
160mm
180 x 70mm
0,95kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO1)

Small but courageous, that’s how you
could describe the FL401. Even in rooms
with a lot of movement, it manages to
create the right atmosphere.
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FL501
This inwall speaker is flatter and
even more invisible than any of
its predecessors. The frame has
been reduced down to
1 millimetre, but still scores high
when it comes to vibration
absorption the frame thickness
more than halved. The grill of
the loudspeaker has been
noticeably fine-tuned and it
feels like silk to the touch. The
sound is accurate, warm and
carries far. A no-bones-about-it
speaker.
black grill (option)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

One of the most popular speakers thanks
to the power of the sound and the
modest mounting dimensions.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50 m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
85Hz - 20kHz
180mm
200 x 70mm
1kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO2)
black grill (GRILL RO525 B)

DIMENSIONS

180

200

70
200 180

FL501BT
With this active loudspeaker set,
every room can enjoy its very
own music. The FL501BT conceals
a built-in amplifier to which any
source can be connected via
AUX IN. Or would you prefer
wireless? No problem at all –
Bluetooth® allows you to connect
in an instant. The loudspeaker
has a sleek and timeless design.
With a frame of just 1mm and
an ultra-flat grill, it breaks all the
records.
black grill (option)

DIMENSIONS

180

200

70
200 180

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
sources
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50 m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
2x45W, class D
88dB
8Ω
65Hz - 20kHz
Bluetooth / AUX input
180mm
200 x 70mm
1kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO2)
black grill (GRILL RO525 B)

Design, sound, wireless comfort ...
everything is designed for unbounded
listening enjoyment.

compatible with
AUX

AUX
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FL550
This stereo inwall loudspeaker is
flatter and even more invisible
than any of its predecessors. The
frame has been reduced down
to 1 millimetre, the frame thickness more than halved. The grill
of the loudspeaker has been
noticeably fine-tuned and it
feels almost like silk if you stroke
it. The frame simply clicks itself
into place with adjusting screws,
you fit the grill magnetically.
What’s more, it produces a fullyfledged stereo effect on its own
thanks to its double tweeter and
double connections.

black grill (option)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Only room for one connection, but still
looking for a stereo effect? The FL550 is
the solution.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
2 x 0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
87dB
8Ω
95Hz - 20kHz
180mm
200 x 70mm
1,1kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO2)
black grill (GRILL RO525 B)

DIMENSIONS

180

200

70
200 180

FL620
This inwall speaker is flatter and
even more invisible than any of
its predecessors. The frame has
been reduced down to
1 millimetre, but still scores high
when it comes to vibration
absorption the frame thickness
more than halved. The grill of
the loudspeaker has been
noticeably fine-tuned and it
feels like silk to the touch. The
sound is accurate, warm and
carries far. A no-bones-about-it
speaker.

DIMENSIONS

205

230

75
230 205

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<50m2
2-way coaxial
6.5” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
20 - 120W (recommended)
90dB
8Ω
70Hz - 20kHz
205mm
230 x 75mm
1.20kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO3)

Want to give a party that doesn’t attract
too much attention? The FL620 lets you
feel the vibrations!
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Basic
THE AFFORDABLE POWER OF SIMPLICITY
The Basic is a no-nonsense loudspeaker, specifically designed for
those who want inwall robustness for an attractive price. The Basic is
soberly designed, but highly versatile. So much so, that it's at home
almost anywhere: in the toilet, living room, shop or canteen.
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MD30
The MD30 is not much larger
than an average spotlight, but
incorporates an exceptionally
warm sound generator.
This makes it particularly suited
for use in modern or renovated
buildings where design and
architecture are high on the
agenda.

COLOURS white / grey

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
This MD30 doesn’t need a lot of room to
provide warm background sound.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
options

<30m2
voice coil
3” polypropylene
10 - 50W (recommended)
91dB
8Ω
50Hz - 15kHz
80mm
105 x 44mm
0.375kg
metal
white / grey
acoustic kit (KITRO105)

DIMENSIONS

80

105

44
105 80

MD50
Though only slightly larger than
a spotlight fitting, the MD50 generates incredibly warm sound.
This makes it ideal for use in
small rooms in new or renovated
buildings where design and
architecture play a starring role.

COLOURS white / grey

DIMENSIONS

105

135

50
135 105

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
options

Slightly larger, the MD50 can carry sound
farther than its little sister, the MD30.

<40m2
voice coil
4” polypropylene
10 - 80W (recommended)
90dB
8Ω
50Hz - 20kHz
105mm
135 x 50mm
0.46kg
metal
white / grey
acoustic kit (KITRO135)
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MDC401
The MDC401 is part of the Basic
series which stands out thanks
to its excellent value-for-money.
A no-bones-about-it inwall loudspeaker.

The MDC401 combines a very limited
diameter with the tight reproduction of
your favorite tune.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options
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<40m2
2-way coaxial
4” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
86dB
8Ω
90Hz - 20kHz
135mm
165 x 70mm
1kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO1)

DIMENSIONS

135

165

70
165 135

MDC501
The MDC501 is one of the most
sought-after loudspeakers. Its
secret? A warm, solid sound at
a competitive price. Feel free to
call this our allrounder.

The MDC501 is a common sight in
shops, restaurants, retail chains, but also
countless private homes.
DIMENSIONS

175

212

70
212 175

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<40m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
85Hz - 20kHz
175mm
212 x 70mm
0.92kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO2)
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MDC620
The MDC620 has a 6.5” driver,
making it a powerful player for
medium-sized rooms. No frills and
excellent value-for-money.

The MDC620 can really hold its own,
even in large rooms or crowded, noisy
places.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options
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<50m2
2-way coaxial
6.5” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
20 - 120W (recommended)
92dB
8Ω
70Hz - 20kHz
205mm
240 x 70mm
1.2kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRO3)

DIMENSIONS

205

240

70
240 205

MDC650
This round inwall loudspeaker
produces a full stereo sound
all by itself. It was specially
designed for more confined
spaces (waiting room, toilet,
small hall, ...). This world-class unit
owes its special qualities to the
built-in woofer, filter, 4 contacts
and a double (!) tweeter.

DIMENSIONS

195

230

85
230 195

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
<50m2
allround
stereo speaker
6.5” injection cone rubber
0.5 x 2” neodymium aluminium
dome
20 - 120W (recommended)
amp power
87dB
sensitivity
8Ω
impedance
70Hz - 20kHz
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø) 195mm
230 x 85mm
dimensions (Ø x d)
1.2kg
weight / piece
ABS / metal grill
composition
white
colour
paintable grill
features
options
acoustic kit (KITRO3)
range
sound quality
system
woofer
tweeter

No room for two loudspeakers?
The MDC650 gives you the full stereo
effect, all by its lonesome.
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DC101
Prefer a sleeker look? If so, the
DC101 is what you’re looking for.
No frills, just a trusty soldier that
can handle both high-strung
techno and soothing classical.
You’ll be keen on its price and
performance.

The DC101 is sleek yet flexible. Super
user-friendly, you can set it up in a variety
of rooms in the blink of an eye.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options
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<50m2
2-way coaxial
5.25” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
88dB
8Ω
85Hz - 20kHz
148 x 148mm
180 x 180 x 70mm
0.950kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITSQ1)

DIMENSIONS

148

180

70
180 148

DC201
Although related to the MDC401,
this DC201 is a touch sleeker.
Super slim, it is ideal for installing
in the space between the kitchen
cupboard and the ceiling, for
example.

The minimal width of the DC201 makes
its versatility.
DIMENSIONS

120
195
145

65

220 195

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options

<40m2
2-way
4” polypropylene carbon
0.5” polycarbonate
10 - 100W (recommended)
84dB
8Ω
80Hz - 20kHz
195 x 120mm
220 x 145 x 65mm
0.8kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRE1)
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DC301
Exceptional warmth at a competitive price, all wrapped in a sleek,
shape-hugging exterior. Meet
the DC301. A sturdy woofer that
can effortlessly fill any room in
your house with sound.

The DC301 can pack a punch, yet still
remain discreet, especially if you paint it
to match your interior.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options
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<50m2
2-way
5.25” polypropylene carbon
1” polycarbonate
20 - 120W (recommended)
87dB
8Ω
75Hz - 20kHz
245 x 155mm
220 x 145 x 65mm
1.3kg
ABS / metal grill
white
paintable grill
acoustic kit (KITRE2)

DIMENSIONS

155
245
190

70

280 245

Residentional villa, Zottegem
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Waterproof
COME RAIN OR SHINE, NO MATTER WHAT THE DISTANCE
However extreme the humidity, the Waterproof loudspeaker doesn't shirk its
responsibilities. What's more, extreme temperatures have no effect on this series
of speakers. They are real mood creators, by the pool or outdoors,
and able to disseminate sounds far and wide.
 Note: for use indoors we generally recommend loudspeakers
from the Happi / X-tended series.
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MDC6
These waterproof models are
hermetically sealed at the back.
The woofer and tweeter are also
manufactured from waterproof
materials. These models may be
used in ‘damp spaces’ such as
saunas, steambaths, gardens,
warehouses, stables or industrial
facilities.

COLOURS white / black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The MDC6 is a 100%-waterproof model,
suitable for extreme applications, both
indoors and outdoors.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features

<40m2
voice coil
5” polypropyleen cone
dual cone
10 - 50W (recommended)
86dB
8Ω
102Hz - 20kHz
125mm
150 x 50mm
0.5kg
ABS
white / black
waterproof

DIMENSIONS

125

155

50
155 125

MDC64
These waterproof models are
hermetically sealed at the back.
The woofer and tweeter are also
manufactured from waterproof
materials. These models may be
used in ‘damp spaces’ such as
saunas, steambaths, gardens,
warehouses, stables or industrial
facilities.

DIMENSIONS

133

180

83
180 133

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dimensions cut-out (Ø)
dimensions (Ø x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features

<50m2
voice coil
6.5” polypropyleen carbon cone
dual cone
10 - 100W (recommended)
86dB
8Ω
95Hz - 20kHz
133mm
180 x 83mm
1kg
ABS
white
waterproof

The MDC64 may be found at many
swimming pools, but also holds its own in
industrial applications.
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DC84
This is the very first rectangular
design in this genre! Not only
does the DC84 satisfy all the
stringent quality standards, but
it is also perfectly geared up to
various applications, such as in
swimming pools, patios, saunas,
jacuzzis, etc.

The DC84 even goes to extremes, even
indoors.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
sensitivity
impedance
frequence range
dim. cut-out (h x w)
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
options
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<50m2
2-way
6.5” polypropyleen carbon cone
0.5” dome
10 - 100W (recommended)
86dB
8Ω
63Hz - 20kHz
146 x 146mm
146 x 146 x 75mm
0.75kg
ABS
white
waterproof
acoustic kit (KITRO1)

DIMENSIONS

146

195

75
195 146

inwall solutions
SAFE AND EASY INSTALLATION
At ArstSound we want our customers to be able to enjoy our
loudspeakers as quickly and as effectively as possible. For that
reason we have a number of handy kits to help install our inwall
speakers in next to no time. Even in more demanding situations.
And if necessary, protected against dust and damp.
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DUST KIT
These PVC kits aren’t used for the purpose of fitting loudspeakers into the ceiling or
in the wall. All you need to do is slide them over the interior workings, giving them
protection from dust, moisture and other unwelcome influences.

composition

KIT RO105
metal, fireproof

KIT RO135
metal, fireproof

dim. (h x w x d)
suitable for

85 x 80 x 80mm
MD30

85 x 100 x 80mm
MD50

PRECAST CONCRETE KIT
The CKIT allows you to create an
acoustic space in vaults or concrete
structures. The ‘smart’ solution for acoustically unfriendly surroundings.
This kit is installed before you cast the
concrete and guarantees a smooth
sound in any concrete structure.

composition
dimensions (Ø)
suitable for
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CKIT
ABS + mineral fibre panel
300 x 111mm
universel - till Ø x d : 200 x 100mm

KIT RO212
acoustic PVC
(incl. screws)
Ø 175 x 105mm
RO525.2 / FL501
MDC501

KIT RO238
acoustic PVC
(incl. screws)
Ø 205 x 130mm
MDC620

ACOUSTIC KIT
These kits are constructed from water-resistant MDF. These are easy to install
and acoustic-absorbent. The kits helps eliminate annoying resonations which
may occur at the rear of the loudspeaker when you install it in a wall or
ceiling.

composition
inner dim. (Ø)
dim. (h x w x d)
suitable for

composition
inner dim. (h x w)
dim. (h x w x d)
suitable for

composition
inner dim. (h x b)
dim. (h x w x d)
suitable for

KITR01
moistureproof MDF
160mm
230 x 230 x 98mm
RO2040 / FL401

KITR02
moistureproof MDF
180mm
250 x 250 x 98mm
HPRO525 / RO525.2
FL550 / FL501 / MDC501
FL501BT

KITSQ1
moistureproof MDF
148 x 148mm
220 x 220 x 98mm
SQ2040 / HPSQ525 / SQ525.2
FL101 / DC101 / FL101BT

KITRE1
moistureproof MDF
195 x 125mm
265 x 195 x 98mm
RE2040 / DC201

KITR03
moistureproof MDF
210mm
280 x 280 x 120mm
RO2060 / HPRO650
RO650.2 / FL620 / MDC620
MDC650 / HPRO650BT

KITSQ3
moistureproof MDF
210 x 210mm
280 x 280 x 120mm
SQ2060

KITRE2
moistureproof MDF
245 x 160mm
315 x 230 x 98mm
HPRE650 / RE650.2 /
FL301 / DC301
HPRE650BT

KITRE3
moistureproof MDF
275 x 190mm
345 x 260 x 110mm
RE20600

KITRE4
moistureproof MDF
335 x 230mm
405 x 300 x 120mm
RE2080
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FLUSH MOUNT KIT
This kit ensures that the Intiimi loudspeaker’s design
grill is exactly level with the surface of your ceiling. In
other words, by staying flush with the surface, they
blend in with each other without being conspicuous.
The flush mount kits were designed with the idea for
easy installation and unobtrusiveness. Available for all
Intiimi models.

FLKIT RO2040
material
composite
inner dim. (h x w) 177,3mm
dim. (h x w x d) 280 x 280 x 14mm
suitable for
RO2040

material
inner dim. (h x w)
dim. (h x w x d)
suitable for

FLKIT RE2040
composite
221,5 x 150,5mm
330 x 260 x 14mm
RE2040
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FLKIT RO2060
composite
237,3mm
350 x 350 x 14mm
RO2060

FLKIT SQ2040
composite
167,5 x 167,5mm
280 x 280 x 14mm
SQ2040

FLKIT RE2060
composite
296,5 x 206,7mm
409 x 319 x 14mm
RE2060

FLKIT SQ2060
composite
237,5 x 237,5mm
350 x 350 x 14mm
SQ2060

FLKIT RE2080
composite
369,1 x 261,1mm
482 x 374 x 14mm
RE2080

Maison - D, Belgium
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onwall speakers
You don’t need to look impressive to sound convincing.
For that reason we specialise in the development of compact
loudspeakers. Nothing bombastic.
Instead style with power. We came up with eye-catching
designs for trendy interiors, but also with timeless gems which
can more than hold their own in any surroundings, delivering
excellent audio quality at an affordable price.
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Sonar
CONICAL QUALITY
Sonar is a bit of an outsider in a rapidly changing world, in which style,
speed and substitution are otherwise the order of the day.
With Sonar, ArtSound is returning to the very essence: timeless quality.
With its designed-packaged timbre, the Sonar series even has woofers with
a rubber suspension. In combination with their improved drivers,
these speakers have become atypical.
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AS150
An exceptional design in a highquality cabinet. In combination
with the fibreglass woofer in
a wooden frame, the special
tweeter is absolutely unique. The
warm colour is a dead giveaway
for the sound: deep basses and
high-quality mid-range, enhanced by a strong wave of high
tones. Perfect for every modern
interior. The AS150 produces up
to 100W without any distortion.

COLOURS black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The AS150 doesn’t need a lot of space
to fill a room with sound. It can also
serve as a component in a true home
cinema set.
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range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension

<40m2
2-way
3” carbon glass
1” silk dome
yes
yes
10 - 100W (recommended)
86dB
8Ω
100Hz - 20kHz
185 x 135 x 152mm
1.6kg
ABS
black
wall bracket

wall bracket

AS250.2

COLOURS

Unsurpassed value-for-money.
An exceptional design in a highquality cabinet. In combination
with the fibreglass woofer in
a wooden frame, the special
tweeter is absolutely unique. The
warm colour is a dead giveaway
for the sound: deep basses
and high-quality mid-range,
enhanced by a strong wave
of high tones. Top quality, in
every detail: bi-wiring connection,
bass reflex, rounded corners, ...
Perfect for every modern interior.
The AS250.2 can easily handle
140W, without any distortion.

black / high gloss black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

wall bracket

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension

<50m2
2-way
5.25” carbon glass
1” silk dome
yes
yes
20 - 140W (recommended)
88dB
6Ω
60Hz - 20kHz
235 x 185 x 210mm
4.5kg
ABS
black
high gloss black
wall bracket

You can hang it up thanks to the bracket
supplied, but its great design means you
can display it with pride on any cabinet
or shelf.
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AS350
The tapered cabinet design
ensures a warm sound and a
detailed sound reproduction.
The lacquered finishing
(4 layers) provides a classy look.

COLOURS high gloss: white / black

The AS350 has a sleek and funky design
without a grill. Using the wall bracket,
you can align it perfectly in any direction
you choose.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension
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<40m2
2-way
3.5” polypropylene cone
0.5” silk dome
yes
yes
10 - 100W (recommended)
80dB
8Ω
85Hz - 20kHz
168 x 115 x 166mm
1.4kg
MDF
high gloss white
high gloss sblack
wall bracket

high-quality gilded
cable connection

ASC350
The conical design of the cabinet
guarantees a warm sound with
good detail rendering. Finished
in high-gloss lacquer (4 coats) for
a classy look. As a centre speaker, the AS-C350 forms an excellent addition to AS350 satellite
loudspeakers. The double driver
accentuates all mid-tones effortlessly. Together with the tweeter,
it brings any film to life.

COLOURS high gloss white / high gloss black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

high-quality gilded
cable connection

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension

<40m2
2-way
3.5” polypropylene cone
0.5” silk dome
yes
yes
10 - 100W (recommended)
86dB
4Ω
75Hz - 20kHz
268 x 115 x 166mm
2.2kg
MDF
high gloss white
high gloss black
wall bracket

The ASC350 in action: every swallow,
every tiny breath caresses your ear in a
very intimate way.
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AS410
The AS410 is extra unique.
Manufactured from fibreglass,
it is flexible yet sturdy, and
perfectly suited for producing
music. Its slightly curved design
and high-gloss black or white
finish make it discreet yet also
incredibly elegant. The specially
designed driver unit ensures a
clear, warm sound. This makes it
suitable for use both as a standalone and in a home cinema
set-up.
 The plug-in screw adaptor
greatly simplifies the way the
speaker cable is connected.

COLOURS high gloss : black / white

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The AS410’s unique design makes it a
real eyecatcher. Just right for those looking for something different, without the
need to sacrifice sound quality.

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dim. (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
suspension

<40m2
2-way loudspeaker
4” full range, paper cone, satin black
0.5” fabric dome tweeter
no
no
20 - 120W (recommended)
86dB
84Ω
90Hz - 20kHz
170 x 165 x 140mm
2.3kg
fibreglass cabinet
high gloss black
high gloss white
phoenix terminal
wall bracket

 plug-in
screw adaptor

wall bracket
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AS450
The tapered cabinet design
ensures a warm sound and a
detailed sound reproduction.
Made of MDF covered with
veneer.

COLOURS black

Thanks to the volume of the 
loudspeaker’s cabinet, the AS450 can
effortlessly fill rooms up to 50m².
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

high-quality gilded
cable connection

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension

<50m2
2-way
4” polypropyleen cone
0.5” silk dome
yes
yes
20 - 120W (recommended)
85dB
8Ω
75Hz - 20kHz
225 x 144 x 190mm
2.5kg
MDF
black
wall bracket
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Universals
LEFT OUT IN THE SERVICE OF SOUND
More than 20 years’ experience bound up into every detail of your loudspeaker:
these are the Universals. The sleek front panel, in combination with their
rounded angles, give an all-round quality. Together with their unique bracket,
enabling all kinds of alignment, they can adapt to any decor.
And their patented drivers can take on any musical preference.
Simply put: universal deployment with an eye for every detail.
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UNI20
This loudspeaker has a neutral
design, with a strong housing.
It generates great performance
output as a result, in spite of
its compact dimensions. This
loudspeaker is suitable for use
in smaller spaces, such as a corridor, small kitchen, toilet, etc...
 This specially designed bracket is multi-functional and allows
a quick mounting. Thanks to the
ball and socket joint, you can
align it in any direction you like,
even horizontally.
COLOURS white / black / quartz
 The plug-in screw adaptor
greatly simplifies the way the
speaker cable is connected.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The UNI20 may be very compact, yet
generates a warm sound thanks to its
two-way system.

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension

<20m2
2-way
2” paper cone
1/2” PEI
no
no
10 - 40W
83dB
8Ω
150Hz - 20kHz
150 x 96 x 94mm
0,73kg
ABS
white / black / quartz
wall bracket

 wall bracket
CLICK !

 plug-in
screw adaptor
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UNI30
This loudspeaker is a real
bestseller in various countries,
thanks to its neutral design and
its strong bass reflex housing. It
generates great performance
output as a result, in spite of
its compact dimensions. This
loudspeaker may be used in
a kitchen, tavern and even an
industrial warehouse.
 This specially designed bracket is multi-functional and allows
a quick mounting. Thanks to the
ball and socket joint, you can
align it in any direction you like,
even horizontally.

COLOURS white / black / quartz

 The plug-in screw adaptor
greatly simplifies the way the
speaker cable is connected.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

 wall bracket
CLICK !

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension

<40m2
2-way
3” paper cone
1/2” PEI
yes
no
20 - 60W
86dB
8Ω
100Hz - 20kHz
180 x 115 x 112mm
1,2kg
ABS
white / black / quartz
wall bracket

You’ll find the UNI30 at Starbucks, at
railway stations but also in a variety of
stores. You might even find it in your
neighbour’s kitchen.

 plug-in
screw adaptor
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UNI40
This loudspeaker has a neutral
design, with a strong bass reflex
housing. It generates great performance output as a result, in
spite of its compact dimensions.
This loudspeaker may be used in
a kitchen, tavern as well as any
retail store.
 This specially designed bracket is multi-functional and allows
a quick mounting. Thanks to the
ball and socket joint, you can
align it in any direction you like,
even horizontally.
COLOURS white / black / quartz
 The plug-in screw adaptor
greatly simplifies the way the
speaker cable is connected.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Since the UNI40 can pack a punch, it is
suitable for any large space. Its classic
form ensures it will blend into its surroundings.

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
suspension

<40m2
2-way
5.25” polypropylene mica
1/2” PEI
yes
no
20 - 100W (recommended)
87dB
8Ω
60Hz - 20kHz
230 x 146 x 142mm
1,9kg
ABS
white / black / quartz
wall bracket

 wall bracket
CLICK !

 plug-in
screw adaptor
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Outsiders
TOUGH IN ANY CLIMATE
Come rain or shine, music is as just as much an outdoor happening as a poolside
lounger or cocktail. To this end, ArtSound has created the Outsiders, conspicuous
because of their conspicuous form. Each of the five outdoor models has its own
format and has been designed to produce its very own, but nevertheless ever
powerful and warm timbre.
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KURV
Organic means “characterized
by a harmonious relationship
between the elements of a
whole”.
In short, derived from and consumed in its natural setting.
Only a timeless design can
help bring this about, one which
combines opposites: sleek, but
pliant; refined yet tough; both
water-resistant and sun-proof.
Superior design for an affordable price. A style icon with warm
vibrations.
COLOURS white / quartz
In fact, too many qualities to fit
into just one sentence. That’s why
we’ve christened it KURV. Literally,
pure and undiluted, a powerful
loudspeaker which caresses the
eyes and ears.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
amp power
max. power (100V)
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
features
colour
options
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<50 m²
2-way
5,25 mica polypropylene
0,5 PEI dome
20 W - 100 W (recommended )
7,5 - 15 - 30W
85dB
6Ω
60Hz - 20kHz
312 x 390 x 212mm
7,6kg
glass fibre / aluminium grill
waterproof (IP66)
frost-free
UV resistant
white / quartz
ground anchor (ANCHOR KURV)

aluminium grill

option:
ground anchor

ROCK
The Rock is a speaker in the
shape of a rock, blending into
the background when used in
a garden. Thanks to the special
bass reflex it has a powerful
sound dispersal (up to 130W)
and can produce excellent
sound quality over a wide area.
The Rock is also available in PA
(100V system)

COLOURS grey / brown

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features

<50m2
2-way coaxial
6.5” polypropylene carbon
0.5” PEI dome
yes
no
20 - 120W (recommended)
91dB
8Ω
50Hz - 20kHz
320 x 230 x 270mm
5kg
ABS
grey / brown
waterproof (IP54)
frost-free

The Rock is actually made to disappear,
between high grass, rocks, flowers and
plants. You may not see it, but you’ll
hear it just the same.
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ASW45.2
Minimum proportions, maximum
waterproof protection. As the
latest addition to the line, this
is what the ASW45.2 represents
within the waterproof products
category. Designed using the
newest acoustic technology, this
speaker is amazingly powerful
yet discreet thanks to its modest
dimensions. The unique curved
shape produces a clear, warm
sound performance. Thanks to
the indoor-outdoor switch, this
speaker provides pure musical
enjoyment, outdoors (terrace,
garden, etc.) as well as indoors
(sauna, bathroom, swimming
pool).

COLOURS

white / black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Although you’ll usually find the ASW45.2
on a terrace, it can provide background
music for the entire garden, summer and
winter.

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
suspension
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<30m2
2-way
3.5” polymica cone
0.5” PEI dome neodymium
yes
no
10 - 80W (recommended)
86dB
8Ω
95Hz - 20kHz
200 x 150 x 110mm
1.35kg
ABS
white / black
waterproof (IP44)
frost-free
indoor-outdoor switch
wall bracket

indoor-outdoor
switch

ASW55.2
The ASW55.2 is one of the ultimate models among waterproof
loudspeakers.
It incorporates the newest acoustic technology and is amazingly
powerful yet discreet. The unique
curved shape produces clear,
warm sound performance. Thanks
to the indoor-outdoor switch, this
speaker provides pure musical
enjoyment, outdoors as well as
indoors. In addition, the bass
reflex may be hermetically
sealed using the tube supplied.
COLOURS

white / black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

indoor-outdoor
switch

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
suspension

<40m2
2-way
5.25” polymica cone
0.5” PEI dome neodymium
yes
no
20 - 120W (recommended)
87dB
8Ω
75Hz - 20kHz
240 x 190 x 150mm
2.3kg
ABS
white / black
waterproof (IP44)
frost-free
indoor-outdoor switch
wall bracket

The professional world has also
discovered this home loudspeaker. Here
it provides the guests at the outdoor café
of a luxury brasserie with lots of musical
pleasure.
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ASW65.2
The ASW65.2 is one of the
greats among the waterproof
loudspeakers. It incorporates the
newest acoustic technology and
is amazingly powerful yet discreet. The unique curved shape
produces clear, warm sound performance. Thanks to the indooroutdoor switch, this speaker
provides pure musical enjoyment,
outdoors as well as indoors. In
addition, the bass reflex may
be hermetically sealed using the
tube supplied.
COLOURS white / black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The ASW65.2 is no softie though. Larger
terraces, a swimming pool, ... they’re all
right up its street.

range
system
woofer
tweeter
bass reflex
magnetic shielded
amp power
sensibility
impedance
frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight / piece
composition
colour
features
suspension
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<50m2
2-way
6.5” polymica cone
1” PEI dome neodymium
yes
yes
20 - 140W (recommended)
87dB
8Ω
43Hz - 20kHz
310 x 240 x 180mm
3.13kg
ABS
white / black
waterproof (IP44)
frost-free
indoor-outdoor switch
wall bracket

indoor-outdoor
switch

subs
MAKING THE PALETTE OF SOUND COMPLETE
Subs, or subwoofers, are like a fireplace in your lounge. They bring warmth to
a room. Subwoofers are used to supplement the sound spectrum of smaller
speakers, helping to enhance the experience of music, but also of film.
These active subwoofers each has its own amplifier which dissipates low tones
equally throughout the room. A subwoofer like this can fill large spaces all on
its own and enrich your musical experience. What's more, the dials allow you to
adapt them to rooms of any shape and size.
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ASA65
Cube is cute! A subwoofer
doesn’t have to be an eyesore
anymore. With the ASA65,
ArtSound has produced an
active subwoofer, packed into a
compact cube design.
The rounded corners soften the
speakers’ look. The smallest of
the two has a 6” patented driver
that allows you to easily add
space-filling bass to your living
room. It is super easy to combine
with the AS250, AS150 and
others. Together with the new
ASC350 center speaker and the
AS350, you can even create a
unique home theatre set.

COLOURS black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system

Sound as warm as this image? No
problem. The cube guarantees it, both
for music as for films.
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<50m2
bass reflex system with passive
membrane
woofer
6” polymica
bass reflex
folded bass port
magnetic shielded
no
amp power
60W / 120W
sensibility
impedance
8Ω
frequency range
25Hz - 150Hz
dimensions (h x w x d) 285 x 285 x 320mm
weight / piece
9.9kg
composition
MDF
colour
black
features
individual volume control
phase control
high-level inputs

Thanks to the dials, you
can adapt the effect of
the subwoofer to the
room it occupies.
If necessary, it can also
control smaller satellites.

ASA80

COLOURS

Cube is cute! A subwoofer
doesn’t have to be an eyesore
anymore. With the ASA80,
ArtSound has produced an
active subwoofer, packed into a
compact cube design.
The rounded corners soften the
speakers’ look. The ‘big brother’
of the pair, the ASA80, has an 8”
patented driver that allows you
to easily add space-filling bass
to your living room. It is super
easy to combine with the AS250,
AS150 and others. Together with
the new ASC350 center speaker
and the AS350, you can even
create a unique home theatre
set.

black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
system

<50m2
bass reflex system with passive
membrane
woofer
8” polymica
bass reflex
folded bass port
magnetic shielded
no
amp power
80W / 160W
sensibility
impedance
8Ω
Thanks to the dials, you
20Hz - 150Hz
can adapt the effect of frequency range
dimensions (h x w x d) 340 x 340 x 380mm
the subwoofer to the
weight / piece
10.5kg
room it occupies.
MDF
If necessary, it can also composition
black
control smaller satellites. colour
features
individual volume control
phase control
high-level inputs

Shown here in a large living room, the
ASA80 knows no limits. Even a 65m²
space is not a problem.
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FL-A80
The ultimate cinema experience
with the ultra-tiny subwoofer: the
FL-A80 makes it possible. This
woofer combines an 8” d
 river
with a built-in amplifier that
generates 100W. This enables
it to produce sound that can
even fill the most spacious living
room, enabling you to have the
ultimate cinema experience right
in your very own home. Thanks
to its discreet design, you can
give the subwoofer its own place
in your interior, behind a curtain
or chair, or under a sofa or cupboard. Thanks to the brackets
supplied, you can also mount
it on the wall. The FL-A80 may
be easily adapted to suit your
taste. The high-level inputs boast
the latest in technical ingenuity.
Thanks to the individual volume
and phase control, you can easily install the subwoofer in any
room you like.

You actually don’t see the FL-A80 here.
It’s mounted behind the curtain, but still
provides the living room with every deep
vibration.
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COLOURS black / white

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
<50m2
system
active subwoofer
woofer
reinforced 8” polymica cone
bass reflex
yes
magnetic shielded
no
amp power
200W
sensibility
87dB
impedance
4Ω
frequency range
50Hz - 250Hz
dimensions (h x w x d) 158 x 540 x 400mm
weight / piece
8kg
composition
MDF
colour
black / white
features
individual volume control
frequency control
high-level inputs
suspension
wall bracket for vertical mounting

included: right-angle RCA
connector

wall bracket

Radio
A MODERN RADIO WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS
Even more than television, radio brings people together.
But an ArtSound radio doesn’t just transmit radio waves. It allows you to choose
between wired or wireless, streaming, MP3 or USB, in short, all those things that
make your musical experience personal and up-to-speed.
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R3
Connect to the world!
You’re a child of the world, with
all its far-flung corners - that’s
what makes you so unique. The
R3 works in a similar way. Its FM
and DAB+ allow you to discover
world music in all its diverse
forms. Both the FM band and
the DAB+ guarantee perfect
reception. DAB+ ensures futureproof recognition.
In addition, the R3 incorporates
a battery allowing you up to 8
hours of unlimited enjoyment.
The housing has a dual function:
a timeless design and an ability
to generate a warm, high-quality
sound. Happy trails!

COLOURS white / black varnish

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
description
radio
functions
FM aerial
power amplifier
loudspeaker
input / output
battery
power
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight
composition
colour

FM

DAB
+
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FM/DAB+ radio
FM(RDS)/DAB+
2 x 10 presets
snooze / sleep timer
alarm / clock
external
4W RMS
2,5" full range
3,5mm
lithium 2200mAH (8h)
9V DC
182 x 116 x 100 mm
1,2 kg
wood / ABS
white / black veneer

R4

COLOURS white / black varnish

Stream up your life!
You’re a child of the world, with
all its far-flung corners - that’s
what makes you so unique. The
R4 works in a similar way. Its FM,
DAB+ and internet radio lets
you sample world music in all its
diverse forms and allow you to
stream it from the device of your
own choice. In addition, the R4
incorporates a battery allowing
you up to 8 hours of unlimited
enjoyment. The housing has a
dual function: a timeless design
and an ability to generate a
warm, high-quality sound. Happy
trails!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
description
radio

Wifi/Internet/FM/DAB+ radio
Internet/FM(RDS)/DAB+
2 x 10 presets
functions
snooze / sleep timer
alarm / clock
FM aerial
external
power amplifier
7W RMS
loudspeaker
3" full range
input / output
3,5mm
battery
lithium 2200mAH (8u)
power
13,5V DC
dimensions (h x w x d) 208 x 130 x 120 mm
weight
1,6 kg
composition
wood / ABS
colour
white / black veneer

DAB
+

FM
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R5BT
The compact retro radio in
trendy colours and a hip rubber
finish. A design that sets the right
tone, with sleek lines and a subdued illuminated tuning knob.
Thanks to the built-in rechargeable battery, you can take your
music wherever you go (battery
life: 12 hours). Option of connecting to an external source. The
Bluetooth function allows you to
make a wireless connection with
any tablet or smartphone.
COLOURS silver

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The R5BT looks perfect on your garden
patio, performing your playlist until the
sun goes down.

AM

FM
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description
radio
frequencies

compact design radio
AM/FM tuner analogue
FM 87,5 - 108MHz
AM 540 - 1600kHz
FM/AM antenna
external
dynamic bass compensation yes
power amplifier
4 W RMS
loudspeaker
3“
input
aux / microphone
headphone connection
yes
battery
rechargeable
power supply
230V
dimensions (h x w x d)
192 x 95 x 115mm
weight/piece
1,75kg
composition
ABS
colour
silver

i

H
!

The illuminated tuning
knob makes sound
quality ‘visible’.

R5BT
HIGH GLOSS FINISH

COLOURS high gloss: black / white / red

The compact retro radio in
trendy colours or in a deluxe
look featuring a high-gloss finish.
A design that sets the right tone,
with sleek lines and a subdued
illuminated tuning knob. Thanks
to the built-in rechargeable battery, you can take your music
wherever you go (battery life:
12 hours). Option of connecting to an external source. The
Bluetooth function allows you to
make a wireless connection with
any tablet or smartphone.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

i

H
!

The illuminated tuning
knob makes sound
quality ‘visible’.

description
radio
frequencies

compact design radio
AM/FM tuner analogue
FM 87,5 - 108MHz
AM 540 - 1600kHz
FM/AM antenna
external
dynamic bass compensation yes
power amplifier
4 W RMS
loudspeaker
3“
input
aux / microphone
headphone connection
yes
battery
rechargeable
power supply
230V
dimensions (h x w x d)
192 x 95 x 115mm
weight
1,75kg
composition
ABS high gloss
colour
high gloss black
high gloss white
high gloss red

No need for an annoying headset
anymore. In next to no time, the R5BT
can turn a ordinary beach into a beach
party.

AM

FM
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R6
Full-blooded stereo sound
in a portable format? That is
precisely what the R6 excels at.
Provided with both AM and
FM RSDS tuner, it lets you enjoy
your favourite radio station.
Apart from that, this device works
both with the mains adapter supplied and on batteries.

COLOURS

The R6 is the ideal travel companion.
Good reception, battery-operated and a
warm stereo sound.

AM

FM
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white / black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
description
radio
frequencies

digital, portable radio
AM/FM RDS
FM 87,5 - 108MHz
AM 520 – 1710kHz
FM/AM antenna
telescopic FM antenna
integrated AM antenna
dynamic bass compensation no
power amplifier
2 x 1 W RMS
loudspeaker
2 x 2,5”
input
aux
headphone connection
yes
battery
6 x 1,5V
power supply
230V (power adapter incl.)
dimensions (h x w x d)
136 x 260 x 63mm
weight
1,01kg
composition
ABS
colour
white / black

R7
R7 means flawless AM/FM
reception in a compact design.
In addition to producing classic
sound, this device will also ensure
you’re awake in time. The adapter supplied makes sure that the
batteries in the radio can charge
themselves; in short, the R7 is the
perfect travel companion.

COLOURS white / black

The R7 is not only a sturdy radio, but also
a relentless alarm clock.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
description
radio
frequencies

digital, portable radio
AM/FM RDS
FM 87,5 - 108MHz
AM 520 - 1710 kHz
FM/AM antenna
telescopic FM antenna
integrated AM antenna
dynamic bass compensation no
power amplifier
1 W RMS
loudspeaker
3“
input
aux
headphone connection
yes
battery
6 x 1,5V
power supply
230V
dimensions (h x w x d)
116 x 215 x 40mm
weight
0,574kg
composition
ABS
colour
white / black
extra
charger

AM

FM
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U3
Originally, the U3 was intended
as a s turdy, old-fashioned shipyard radio, but it has since grown
into a waterproof jack-of-all-trades
with numerous possibilities. It
comes complete with an AUX/
MIC input, battery compartment,
12-volts c onnection (cigarette
lighter), s ocket for h eadphones,
LED lighting... All of this wrapped
up in an unusually powerful tuner
and speaker with a beautiful
bass sound reproduction. This
technical tour de force with its
sturdy design can stand up to
rough treatment. You can use this
radio in the garden, p
 oolside, in
the middle of a home renovation,
at the campground...

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The U3 is an extreme radio. It is not only
shock-resistant but can also stand up to
dust, moisture, dirt, etc....

FM
AM
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description
radio
presets
antenna
alarm - snooze
dynamic bass compensation
tone control
power amplifier
loudspeaker
input
battery
power supply
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight
composition
colour
features

utility radio
FM / AM digital
10 (5 FM, 5 AM)
soft bend antenna
2 - yes
yes
bass and treble
7W
6,5”
aux / microphone
6 x UM-1 (excl.)
230V / 12 V plug
382x262x270mm
4,2kg
ABS
yellow
waterproof (IP54)

i

U6
U6, with the U of utility - for a
building site - at the campsite,
in your student lodgings, at the
swimming pool, or wherever. T he
6, on the other hand, denotes
versatility: inbuilt FM radio, USB
charger, S D reader, digital display, flexible antenna and, of
course, the wireless Bluetooth®
connection. With its inbuilt battery you can take it anywhere
and everywhere - even when it’s
raining.
COLOURS yellow / black

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
description
radio
input
Bluetooth
alarm - snooze
tone control
power amplifier
loudspeaker
battery
power supply
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight
composition
colour
features

utility radio
FM, 20 presets
SD / USB / AUX
yes
2 - yes
EQ 8 presets
2x5W
2 x 4”
7,4V 7800 mAh
230V
215 x 395 x 175mm
2,8kg
ABS
yellow / black
waterproof (IP54)

FM
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R11
Elegant simplicity combined with
state-of-the-art performance places the ArtSound model R11 AM/
FM table top radio a cut above
its closest competitors. In true
ArtSound tradition, AM/FM reception is excellent, providing clear
and static-free listening. With
only three dials, you can adjust
volume, select AM/FM bands
and precisely tune your station
selection displayed in a softly-lit
analogue display. An LED tuning
eye assures your tuning will
have the best reception for your
selected station. In addition, it
also comes equipped with a
stereo headphone jack and facility for an external AM and FM
antenna. Aux-in jack for playing
your favorite MP3s and rec-out
jack for routing to your recording
equipment or external devices.
Available in black, white and
red with complementary metal
speaker grill.

AM

FM
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COLOURS high-gloss: red / white

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
range
description
radio
frequencies

< 40m2
retro radio
AM/FM analogue
FM 87,5 - 108MHz
AM 520 – 1710kHz
FM/AM antenna
yes
dynamic bass compensation yes
power amplifier
7 W RMS
loudspeaker
3”
input
aux
headphone connection
yes
output
yes
battery
no
power supply
230V
dimensions (h x w x d)
115 x 240 x 153mm
weight
2,35kg
composition
MDF
colour
high-gloss : red / white

i

H

Ri60
INTERNET RADIO (SOURCE)
The Ri60 tells a story. The app
pictures it. With this elegant,
black jewel you can receive up
to 10,000 radio stations worldwide. The device incorporates
everything true aficionados want
from a radio: WiFi, programming
of up to five radio stations and
an alarm function. The app
allows you to zap from channel
to channel without leaving the
comfort of your armchair. It can
be downloaded for free. Handy
for use on you smartphone or
tablet, but if you want the handheld remote control, we can supply that too. In short, de Ri60 is
the radio of the future.

COLOURS high-gloss black

RCA connection to amplifier

remote control

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
description
radio
FM/AM antenna
dynamic bass compensation
input
loudspeaker
connection
headphone connection
battery
power supply
dimensions (h x w x d)
weight
composition
colour
control

Internet radio adapter
> 10,000 radio stations
no
no
USB port
no
WiFi - LAN (RJ45) & WLAN
no
no
230V
75 x 190 x 40mm
0,3kg
ABS
high-gloss black
remote control
AirMusic Control app

AirMusic Control by MAGIC SYSTECH INC.
has been designed for internet radio.
Available via iTunes or Google Play
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multiroom
MUSIC IS A HOUSE WITH MANY ROOMS
ArtSound considers its mission to disseminate music and sound
information as far and wide as possible. From an invisible box for
your radio transmitter and your own sound sources over a device
with volume controls for 6 pairs of loudspeakers to a simple volume
dial on the wall: your personalised preferences need little space.
With us, perfection in sound takes absolute priority.
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RF
remote
control incl.

ART3.1BT
Never has it been easier to fill an extra space with music. The highly
compact ART3.1BT, with its discrete housing, comprises an FM/DAB+
tuner with six preset channels and the possibility to connect up to an
external sound source. What’s more, you can attach any Bluetoothcompatible device to this unit. Talk about musical freedom! Thanks to
its concise dimensions, the device can be installed in a false ceiling,
through the hole for the inbuilt speakers. The RF remote control supplied has the advantage that you don’t have to be within direct sight
of the ART3.1BT. This means you can choose to play whatever you
want, at whatever volume, wherever you may be.
Discover our Crazy Packs, p 139
description
sources
operation
various features

power supply
dim. (h x w x d)
weight

local audio distribution system
Class D amplifier
2 x 15W RMS (4Ω)
inbuilt FM/DAB+ tuner (2 x 6 presets)
AUX input (3,5mm)
Bluetooth
RF remote control + holder
inbuilt RF receiver 434 MHZ
external aerial input
compact housing
mono-stereo switch
temperature safety device
bass & treble regulation
110 V - 230V
120 x 118 x 46mm
0,3kg
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REMOTE CONTROL 2.1
The RF remote control supplied
allows discrete installation of the
ART3.1BT unit.
A simple press on the button is
all you need to select analogue
or digital radio, an additional
source or any Bluetooth-device
which is connected.
What’s more, you can save your
preferred radio presets in the
memory function.
ref. RM3.1BT

easy assembly (DIN-rail)

Crazy packs
More than ever, music is part of our lives, wherever we may be.
Today, with four all-in packages, we offer a ready-made solution to fill all
your rooms with music.

with
FM/DAB+
TUNER

BLUETOOTH
AUDIO SYSTEM
ART3.1BT
FM

DAB+ AUX

+

2x

15W

+

2 DESIGN
ONWALL
SPEAKERS

2 ULTRA
FLAT
INWALL
SPEAKERS

ART3.1BT + UNI30

ART3.1BT + FL501

info UNI30, p 113

info FL501, p 75

+

2 ULTRA
SMALL
INWALL
SPEAKERS

+

2 WATER
REPELLENT
INWALL
SPEAKERS

ART3.1BT + MD50 ART3.1BT + HPSQ525
info MD50, p 81

info HPSQ525, p 60

The toilet, living room, your patio or bathroom, even your office ... nowhere is immune.
Each of the packages provides a musical duet between the proper loudspeakers and
the brand new ART3.1BT. This ART3.1 has an amplifier with a built-in radio, DAB+ and even
a Bluetooth module. Crazy Packs from ArtSound: not only slightly crazy, but really quite
smart – something to be proud of.
MULTIROOM
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SVC6.2
You can connect the SVC6.2 to six pairs of loudspeakers to one
amplifier output. The device ensures that your amplifier will not be
subjected to excessive load as a result. The practical dials on the
front panel allow you to adjust the volume for each pair of loudspeakers separately. This makes it possible to create up to
six different volume zones. The styling and finishing allows the SVC6.2
to blend in perfectly with your hi-fi installation.

description
max. power
loudspeaker output impedance
amplifier input impedance
dim. (h x w x d)
weight
colour
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volume control for 6 sets of loudspeakers
2 x 180W (input level)
8Ω
4Ω
52 x 425 x 260mm
4,51kg
black / silver-grey

COLOURS

black / silver-grey

The rubber trim gives it a pleasant feel
and a deluxe look.

SVC4.2
COLOURS

black / silver-grey

The rubber trim gives it a pleasant feel
and a deluxe look.

You can connect the SVC4.2 to four pairs of loudspeakers to one
amplifier output. The device ensures that your amplifier will not be
subjected to excessive load as a result. The practical dials on the
front panel allow you to adjust the v olume for each pair of loudspeakers separately. This makes it p
 ossible to create up to four
different volume zones. The styling and finishing allows the SVC4.2 to
blend in perfectly with your hi-fi installation.

description
max. power
loudspeaker output impedance
amplifier input impedance
dim. (h x w x d)
weight
colour

volume control for 4 sets of loudspeakers
2 x 80W (input level)
8Ω
4Ω
52 x 314 x 240mm
1,93kg
black / silver-grey

MULTIROOM
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AMP1250
The AMP1250 is a multichannel amplifier allowing you to control 12
(mono) or 6 (stereo) loudspeakers (zones). Every stereo loudspeaker
zone is allocated the generous power capacity of 2 x 50 watt. It is
also possible to use the amplifier in a bridged configuration which
allows you to draw on 6 x 100 watt of power. The AMP1250 is perfectly capable of serving as a central power unit for an existing multiroom sound system, but may also be used as a stand-alone.
This allows you to listen to one designated tuner, CD, mp3 player, etc.
in different rooms and using local volume controls (see page 55) you
can adjust the sound as you like. What’s also nice to know is that the
the management circuit will automatically turn on or off the amplifier
levels when a signal comes in. And of course, the unit is very wellprotected.
You can use the AMP1250 to control
different loudspeakers, or to supply extra
power to certain zones in a multiroom
system.
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description
frequency range
output power
aux-input
rec-output
dim. (h x w x d)
weight
colour

multichannel amplifier
20Hz - 20kHz
12 x 50W (bridged 6 X 100W)
yes
yes
132 x 435 x 301mm
16 kg
black

volume controllers
Each of these volume controllers allows you to regulate the volume
separately for each of the speakers located in different rooms (or
zones). They are available in low impedance and in 100 V versions, in
Niko as well as BTicino models.

N-VOLST-100
milk

N-VOLST-122
anthracite

N-VOLST-101
white

N-VOLST-121

power
nominal power (rms)
stereo
resistance
dimensions (h x w x d)
dimensions int. (h x w x d)
colour

sterling silver

2 x 40W
2 x 20W
yes
4 - 16Ω
75 x 75 x 75 mm
45 x 45 x 50 mm
milk / white / anthracite
sterling silver

TNW-VOLST
BTicino Light

TNS-VOLST

power
nominal power (rms)
stereo
resistance
dimensions
colour

2 x 40W
2 x 20W
yes
4 - 16Ω
503E
white and silver-grey

BTicino Light tech

MULTIROOM
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ir solutions
The IR solutions are mains powered InfraRed Extender Systems that
allow full remote control operation of audio/video components (such
as your -Blu-ray player, A/V receiver, DVR, satellite box, cable tuner,
etc.) which are located behind closed cabinet doors, in other rooms,
or other concealed and/or out-of-sight locations.

IR FLASHERS

IR PACKAGES

M1

M2

M1
Single IR Flasher
The mini jack is plugged into the IR
connection block, and the self-adhering
‘flasher’ is stuck to the infrared window
on a CD player, for example.
M2
Double IR Flasher
Same as the single flasher, but suitable
for connection to two sound or image
devices.
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IR PRO FLUSH
build-in receiver
IRHUB4 connecting hub
2 x 3IREDB triple blinking IR emitters, for
control of up to 6 devices in total
Extra adhesive tabs for emitters
1 x IRQC IR quick connect cable

IR PRO MINI
mini surface-mount receiver
IRHUB4 Connecting Hub
2 x 3 IREDB triple blinking IR emitters
for control of up to 6 devices in total
Extra adhesive tabs for emitters
1 x IRQC IR quick connect cable

including 4 coloured interchangeable
top covers

Including double-sided adhesive tab

230V ~ 50Hz tot 12VDC
Mains power supply adapter
Instruction manual

230 V ~ 50 Hz to 12 VDC
Mains power supply adapter
Instruction manual
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ArtSound freed from all excess baggage;
this is the GUIDE you now have before you.
Straightforward information, well-organised,
concise yet detailed, but also lively,
intelligent and a pleasure to page
through. A publication that will guide you
to the information you’re looking for.
Let the Guide be your ‘how-to’ book, a
working tool that will help you make the right
choice for every project and every space.
Suggestions on how we can improve the
Guide? If so, please send them to
info@artsound.be (France: info@sonoprof.fr).
Happy searching!

